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The influenza pandemic that wreaked havoc in Europe in 1918 was an ordeal for the societies it affected, as evidenced by governments’ efforts to fight it, health professionals’ responses to it, and the general population’s behavior. Scholarly attention to these issues has expanded our understanding of the pandemic beyond what we learn from morbid mortality data, which are important in their own right. Nevertheless, relatively little work has been done on nongovernmental and not-for-profit organizations during the 1918–19 epidemic, despite current broader interest in the provision of welfare services “outside the purview of the State” from individuals, families, mutual-aid associations, and private charities. This chapter examines the pandemic from the point of view of the mutual benefit societies (MBSs) in Spain—whose work became vital for the attention received at the time by workers and their families—to shed light on the history of these societies and their relationship with the state system and other public administrations as well as on the 1918–19 influenza pandemic.

We look specifically at the effort of the physicians employed by these societies in Pamplona, Spain. As a general rule, these societies were linked to the social hygiene movement that became prominent in Europe at the beginning of the twentieth century as a means to social reform. They were known for assisting authorities in fostering health care practices, and they played a leading educational role in the improvement of health among the inhabitants of Pamplona during the first two decades of the twentieth century. In this period Spanish activists and physicians, frequently funded by private charity with hardly any support from public authorities, organized medical-social campaigns to improve the public health of society.

At the time of the influenza epidemic, Pamplona had the same medical health care systems as the rest of Spain. At the turn of the twentieth century the Spanish sanitary structure were based on nineteenth-century models, which had shifted from the social assistance characteristic of the Ancien Régime to a humanitarian model more in keeping with the liberal state. Particularly from the 1880s the reformist and social hygiene movements, statutory provisions, and socioeconomic conditions brought about changes in the organization and provision of public health assistance. These reforms were also due to the fact that the liberal public care medical model left much of the population unprotected, as it covered only families on the dole. Furthermore, the development of social protection in Spain was connected to worker associationism and the movements that arose from the social doctrine of the Catholic Church, promoted by Pope Leon XIII’s 1891 encyclical on social justice, Rerum Novarum.

The development of social protection in Spain was clearly inspired by its practice in other European countries. Initially the debate focused on the Bismarckian mandatory insurance system, but when the Instituto Nacional de Previsión (National Institute of Social Protection) project was being designed, between 1903 and 1906, it also took into account the Italian and Belgian systems, which were based on collaborations with private initiatives, particularly with the cofias de ahorro (savings banks). In the end, the Instituto Nacional de Previsión, inaugurated in 1908, maintained its subsidiary relationship with the state in the promotion of social security.

The first projects for social protection legislation led to the passing of the Ley de Accidentes de Trabajo (Law on Labor Accidents) in 1900 and the regulation of working conditions for women and children. Moreover, in 1919 the Retiro Obrero (Workers’ Obligatory Retirement)—which protected the elderly and disabled—was approved, the first insurance system of its kind. Until the 1940s, when Spain introduced obligatory health insurance, about 60 percent of workers and their families entrusted their health care to diverse mutual assistance societies and mutual insurance associations. The generalized workers’ crisis and the social conflicts in Spain in this period were not as active in the province of Pamplona as in others. Nonetheless, in the first few years of the twentieth century Pamplona also suffered a serious social problem because of a high rate of unemployment.

For this reason, an analysis of the assistance offered by MBSs during periods of ill health—like the 1918–19 influenza pandemic—provides an interesting perspective on the history of medical care.

The MBSs were not-for-profit collectives that worked outside the auspices of the state to provide a form of welfare to workers and their families.
Members often participated in their management and administration. Some of these societies had their roots in the old guilds, but the majority were new, promoted by the Ley de Asociaciones (Associations Act) of 1887. Workers' subscriptions, contributions from employers and patron-members, and other donations covered the expenditures. In general, these organizations reflected the ideological inspiration of their sponsors. To date, the role of the MBSs during the influenza pandemic has not been explored in detail, perhaps because of the difficulty in finding information about these organizations. But it is interesting to analyze the repercussions of the pandemic using the societies, as they gave medical care to a significant portion of Spanish society. In the case of Pamplona, MBSs provided medical assistance to over one-third of the city's population, at the time some thirty thousand people.

Several studies have analyzed the situation of medical and social associations in Navarre in the period under consideration, but in Navarre Catholic inspiration lay behind many of the workmen's institutions. Such is the case with La Conciliación (Conciliation Society), an MBS founded in 1902 to provide labor mediation, medical-pharmaceutical care (with a medical staff of four physicians—Pedro Subelza, Ramón Sanz, Sergio Lazzano, and Saturnino Lizarraga—who had a protagonist role during the pandemic, as we will see), and monetary aid to 1,400 male workers and their families. Until 1920 La Conciliación was the most important MBS in the city. Until 1920 a so-called Mixed Board—composed of eighteen members, six from each group of workers, employers, and patrons or donors—governed La Conciliación. Any tradesman or employee living within a ten-kilometer radius of Pamplona could belong to the society. A host of other aid associations, workers' associations, and trade unions also provided assistance. These included the Sociedad de Artesanos (Craftsmen's Guilds), which dates from the mid-nineteenth century; the Unión Productora (Producers' Union), with some 488 members plus their families; the Hermandad de la Pasión (Brotherhood of the Passion), a workers' society with 127 members plus their families; Federación Local de las Sociedades de Trabajadores (Local Federation of Workmen's Societies), started in 1902; and the Sindicato Católico Libre (Free Catholic Union), created in 1915.

Using the minutes of these MBSs, local news reports, and the archives of the Navarrese and Pamplona public administration offices, I analyze the associations' perceptions of the epidemic. These documents reveal a spirit of complementarity in their varied responses to the emergency. Especially noteworthy is the role of the organizations' physicians who, in mediating this response, successfully integrated the aid organizations into the broader medical health care network in the city. I also discuss the effects of the influenza outbreak on these societies, noting how the rise in the number of sick leaves modified working procedures, which in turn influenced the relationship between the organizations, their members, and physicians. The increase in the number of the people affected by the epidemic, and who therefore needed assistance, exceeded the economic calculations of the MBSs, which became a serious problem since these societies were basically maintained by their members' financial contributions. To overcome this critical situation, they were forced to seek financial aid (which they were granted) from local and provincial governments.

The Epidemic as Experienced by the Pamplona Mutual Benefit Societies

Navarre and, in particular, Pamplona, its capital city, was one of the areas in Spain most gravely affected by the second wave of the 1918–19 influenza epidemic. Pamplona's population remained largely unchanged in the first two decades of the twentieth century. Its scant demographic growth was due at least in part to the fact that it was a walled town and, particularly, to the slow process of industrialization, which was hampered by the negative effects of the Carlist Wars. Moreover, between 1900 and 1920 Navarre experienced negative net migration because of the large number of Navarrese who moved to surrounding areas such as Vizcaya or Guipuzcoa and to foreign countries. These key concerns of Navarrese society were reflected in various population studies including the comparative analyses of deaths, births, and marriages, as well as the search for the causes of high death rates. Not surprisingly, these studies influenced the actions of physicians, including those employed by MBSs. For instance, Agustín Lazzano, who was on the medical staff of La Conciliación, drew up new bylaws to organize the municipal registry of births and deaths that was begun in 1902. He compared the health statistics and demography of Pamplona with those of other places and countries and, as a result of his work, he estimated that the death rate in Pamplona was 51.3 per 1,000 inhabitants. He also recommended changes in the city's water supply and the removal of the city's sewers, as well as the implementation of public health measures. These changes were implemented in 1911 and 1912, and the death rate in the city declined significantly. The city's death rate in 1913 was 32.8 per 1,000 inhabitants, which was lower than the national average.

An analysis of the illness rates during the influenza pandemic reveals a steady rise in both the illness rate and sick leave for respiratory disease that actually stretches back to 1915. This led to increased control over sick leave as societies sought to minimize its negative economic consequences. Despite this general increase, during the first epidemic wave in May 1918, the minutes of La Conciliación show no significant increase in sick leaves, with the exception of a moderate peak in illness rates for the week of June 26 (63 sick leaves). As a result of the minimal impact of the first epidemic wave, the city went ahead with its plans to celebrate the festival of its patron saint, San Fermín, in July. By August 1918, however, La Conciliación's minutes resounded with the "terrifying" onset of the disease.

Indeed, the data on the illness rates from La Conciliación show that the epidemic broke out suddenly in the second fortnight of September. A
routine number of sick leaves was recorded on September 16 (24), but this almost doubled within a week (40) and remained constant (and constantly high) for ten weeks, until the second fortnight in November. Although data from the MBSs show that the epidemic continued during the first three weeks of November—data later supported by the official figures published in the Boletín Mensual de Estadística Demográfico-Sanitaria (Demographic Health Statistics Bulletin, 1918)—the press reported that the exceptional measures that had been adopted in the first few days of the month to curb the spread of the epidemic had been discontinued. The motives for the divergence between the decisions of the public authorities and the sick leave figures remain unexplained.

The month of October and the first fortnight of November registered the highest number of victims, peaking from October 14–28, 1918. After November 25 the illness rate began to drop and soon returned to average levels (fig. 8.1). The data from other MBSs reveal a similar pattern.

According to the deaths recorded at the Registry Office in Pamplona, 216 people died during the autumn influenza period: 215 between September 17 and November 17, and 1 on December 1. Table 8.1 provides information on the 27 fatalities among the members of the different MBSs, calculated from the postmortem subsidies paid by the MBSs to the families.

The morbidity rates recorded in the archives of La Conciliación and in the Boletín Mensual de Estadísticas Demográfico-Sanitarias attest to a relative mildness of the third epidemic wave, which took place from mid-February to the end of March 1919.

The Reaction of the Mutual Benefit Societies

In Pamplona, the municipal and provincial organizations coordinated relief efforts—including the administration of medical attention and the provision of basic foodstuffs—with nongovernmental MBSs. This was combined with the MBSs' efforts to obtain funds to fulfill their commitment to the affected members and to maintain solvency. The public health resources used against the epidemic were those typical of the time: isolation, street cleaning, disinfection of business premises, and immediate removal of corpses. Throughout the epidemic, city hall maintained “brigades” with atomizers for cleansing and disinfecting courtyards, doorways, and staircases, and by the end of the epidemic they had effectively cleaned all the houses in the city several times. They also closed schools.

In addition to the specific measures taken, an intense public health education campaign was waged in the press and through city hall proclamations—that is, the distribution of leaflets containing the city bylaws on public health and “sheets reproduced by the Provincial Health Inspector with measures to be taken by individuals to avoid the spread of the grippe.” Physicians recommended the consumption of milk, lemons, and eggs. In some cases they also prescribed “oedematous medications, abundant beverages, diuretics, theobromine, and antidiphtheritic serum if the infection is very striking.” Similar medical practices were adopted in other places.

Because of the effects of World War 1, Pamplona was at that time in the midst of a serious provision problem, which deteriorated further with the onset of the epidemic. The market price of milk and other basic staples needed for the treatment of patients kept rising. In response, the MBSs and workers’ associations demanded the intervention of the government and...
the city council. They held meetings with the civil governor on September 28, 1918, and with the mayor on October 15, 1918: "The representatives of Asociación de Empleados, La Conciliación, La Federación Obrera, La Unión Obrera, and Sindicato de Obreros, on 30th September last, request that, in view of the abnormal circumstances the city is undergoing, the taxes on basic subsistence foodstuffs be controlled." The demand was met as the city council adopted an interventionist policy that established fixed prices for food. As a result, "the reduction in the cost of bread from the Vinculo bakery is agreed upon, even if this means [financial] losses." The sale of milk and its derivatives was also centralized and a fixed price of sixty cents per liter was established. Moreover, the city council distributed vouchers through the MBSs that could be redeemed for milk, eggs, fish, meat, and coal. Later rice, potatoes, and beans were added to the list of products one could obtain with a voucher. La Conciliación, which had managed a cooperative for its members since 1912, participated in the municipal interventionist policy of discounting food.

Consequences for the Societies’ Medical Staff

MBSs offered general medical care through its doctors-office consultations and medical home care. At the beginning of the epidemic, the physicians used press releases to recommend that those affected by influenza should visit the doctor immediately: "Inform him: if there are to be complications, he can prevent them and will treat them efficiently and appropriately." As a consequence of this advice, doctors’ home visits increased to the point that La Conciliación physicians complained they were unable to attend to so many people. In Pamplona the number of patients admitted to hospitals did not rise, a fact that suggests physicians doing house calls bore the brunt of the increased demand for medical attention occasioned by the epidemic. To make matters worse, Dr. Lizarraaga fell ill in mid-October. Dr. Sergio Lazcano renounced his salary on the grounds he could not carry out his work, a decision accepted by the society’s Mixed Board, contingent on his finding a substitute. Unable to do so, he continued to attend to patients himself. The physicians postponed paperwork—including illness reports—and administrative tasks because of the overwhelming number of patients needing attention.

To lighten the load on the doctors, the Mixed Board of La Conciliación sent an official note to the president of the newly established Official Medical College of Navarre, asking him to request the use of official city council automobiles for physicians’ house calls. This was speedily arranged, and La Conciliación physicians S. Lizarraaga and Sergio Lazcano, as well as the physicians from the Beneficiencia, were granted use of the vehicles. Moreover, on October 7 the city council, using its powers to “marshal the health care services of those who practiced health care professions” during epidemics decreed that there should be a physician on call at night, from nine at night to seven in the morning, to allow the remaining twenty-two physicians in the city to get a good night’s rest. The person appointed was the Pamplona forensic surgeon, though the service was discontinued in early November. On Sunday, October 29, the mayor summoned the city physicians, including those belonging to the MBSs, to coordinate aid distribution to poor patients, whether they depended on municipal charity or not. After Dr. Sergio Lazcano announced the plan at a society meeting, the city council sent foodstuffs directly to La Conciliación for their distribution by the physicians. The following note from La Conciliación serves as an example of the minutes dedicated to this issue: "The Council has sent tins of condensed milk. They are being sent to Pedro Subelza as the senior physician. When the epidemic ended, both the authorities and the press expressed their gratitude to the physicians for their labor in attending to the sick. On November 7, 1918, the Diario de Navarra published a statement from the mayor to the Official Medical College, praising the valuable work carried out by the Pamplona physicians during the epidemic. He profusely thanked all of them for their generous support and collaboration with the city council’s arrangements. The newspaper added, "We find this praise to be deserved and join in [thanking the physicians] most sincerely." The rise in morbidity rates among worker-members of the MBSs was connected to profound changes in the structuring of the work of medical professionals. The most notable of these was giving the members of La Conciliación the right to choose their own physician, an issue that at the time constituted part of a broader argument regarding the defense of the professional model and the new demands for responsibility that society demanded of its physicians. In practice, in La Conciliación, sick notes had to be signed by a physician belonging to the association. But from 1915 onward, coinciding with an increase in sick leave, the Mixed Guild requested that members be permitted to visit physicians who did not belong to La Conciliación, noting that the members would pay the corresponding fees, but that the society would admit both the prescriptions and sick notes drawn up by these physicians. Surveillance to avoid abuse of the system was entrusted from early on to the workers’ guilds, the society physicians, and an inspector employed for this task. Physicians were repeatedly reminded to be punctual in writing sick leave notes and discharges and, in this manner, collaborate in the management of sick leave situations. In 1916 they were urged to draw up sick leave notes at La Conciliación’s headquarters and were subsequently obliged to visit members on sick leave every three days to reduce their period of convalescence. Thus, after the physician Ramón Sanz reported finding a society member supposed to be at home on sick leave
absent from his home on January 14, 15, and 16, 1918, the board cut the member’s benefits.\footnote{38}

Crisis in the Mutual Benefit Societies

As we have seen, the structure of income and expense was similar across the MBSs. Income came from member dues, from donations from patron-members or private individuals, and from grants solicited from public entities. Illness benefits constituted the lion’s share of their expenses (about 60 percent). Other costs—which varied depending on the particular association—included medical care, pharmaceutical services, aid for the chronically ill or the unemployed, postmortem allowances for a deceased member’s family, and administrative costs. During the 1918–19 influenza pandemic, the increase in the morbidity rate threw the budgets of these societies into disarray, due to the substantial rise in the subsidies paid to ill members. In the case of La Conciliación, worker-members paid dues of 25 cents per week, while the benefit amount paid out remained at 1.50 pesetas per day between 1902 and May 1928. Membership fees became a very important part of financing the society since sick leave costs from the second decade of the 20th century on absorbed about 60 percent of them.\footnote{39}

Dated October 29, 1918, an official note from the president of the Mixed Board of La Conciliación describes the movements of its funds between September 15 and October 29, 1918. It states that the deficit on October 27 was 896.19 pesetas and also includes the data reflected in table 8.2. A perusal of the society’s financial documents reveals that from September 23 to November 29, La Conciliación paid out far more in aid than it collected in income from members’ dues.

To deal with its precarious financial situation, La Conciliación solicited help from the general public beginning in September. On October 5 the press published an article announcing the opening of an account to collect funds for the society. It also described the workers’ woeful situation because of rising prices, the depressed postwar economy, and the absence of wages when they fell ill. Donations began to arrive immediately and, with additional help from the patron-members, the society was able to weather the storm, proof of the social support it had.\footnote{40} Much of the support it received was garnered through the personal contacts of the patron-members. Some, apart from having held political posts, had influential professional careers.\footnote{41}

Moreover, as I have noted, La Conciliación became more cautious in granting sick leave and subsidies. Prior to the pandemic, it would subsidize each illness (per member) for up to six months. But during the pandemic, it essentially grouped all respiratory illnesses together with influenza, which meant members could now receive a total of only six months’ worth of subsidy for all respiratory illnesses combined. Moreover, workers found to have misused the system were immediately expelled from the association with no possibility of being readmitted.\footnote{42}

The Accounts of the Other Societies

The Unión Productora, a related MBS, was also forced to appeal for financial assistance. Its 488 members were divided into three groups, depending on the type of subsidy they received: family medical-pharmaceutical assistance (92), individual medical-pharmaceutical assistance (9), and, most frequently, family medical-pharmaceutical assistance plus financial aid for members who were ill (387). Its extra expenses during the influenza epidemic (September–October 1918) came from pharmaceutical expenses (215.00 pesetas); 225 doctors’ visits (299.00 pesetas); one postmortem allowance (40.00 pesetas); and, especially, the subsidies that were paid to ill patients (2,521.00 pesetas). The final tally of funds distributed by the Unión Productora amounted to a grand total of 3,028.00 pesetas, yielding a deficit of 1,626.80 pesetas. Thus, the president of the Unión Productora sent an official note to the city council on November 3 requesting support, stating, “the figures speak for themselves.”\footnote{43}

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Expenses</th>
<th>Pesetas</th>
<th>Income guilds</th>
<th>Pesetas</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Illness benefit</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>September 16</td>
<td>240.00</td>
<td>September 15</td>
<td>373.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>September 23</td>
<td>372.00</td>
<td>September 22</td>
<td>396.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>September 30</td>
<td>664.00</td>
<td>September 29</td>
<td>403.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>October 6</td>
<td>1,058.25</td>
<td>October 6</td>
<td>579.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>October 13</td>
<td>1,240.50</td>
<td>October 13</td>
<td>380.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>October 20</td>
<td>1,335.75</td>
<td>October 20</td>
<td>342.70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>October 27</td>
<td>1,182.00</td>
<td>October 27</td>
<td>394.60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Postmortem aids</td>
<td>800.00</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>6,892.50</td>
<td>Total</td>
<td>2,870.20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Deficit</td>
<td>-4,022.30</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: La Conciliación, Books of Minutes, 1918, University of Navarra Archive.
Between September 15 and October 30, the Hermanad de la Pasión incurred a deficit of 354.50 pesetas due to the rise in illness among its members, paying out 545.00 pesetas in aid (471.00 pesetas plus the usual monthly expenditure in subsidies of 74.00 pesetas). At the time, the organization had 127 members, an average monthly income of 190.50 pesetas (dues of 1.00 peseta per month), and the aforementioned monthly expenditure of 74.00 pesetas. The Sociedad de Artesanos showed a deficit of 636.00 pesetas in September and 1,626.80 pesetas in October. The difference between the two months was due to the increase in financial aid paid out in October (1,512.50 pesetas) and the employment of a medical locum (409.50 pesetas). The Unión Obrera (Workers Union) did not cover medical assistance and provided only financial aid to its sick members. At the end of October, it had a deficit of 3,617.86 pesetas. We have less data on the other trade unions. On October 31, 1918, Sindicato Católico de Obreros Libres (Free Workers' Catholic Union) stated that it had five ill members to whom it was paying 1.50 pesetas per day in aid, and another fifteen members without aid, due to lack of funds.

Public Aid

La Conciliación and the other MBSs were managed by people with significant political and social influence.44 Their representatives on the commissions set up by the city council and the regional government were thus ideally situated to address public health and social problems, as well as to seek financial assistance from the Spanish government.45 During the influenza epidemic, the first and most urgent demand came from the Unión Obrera. Its lack of funds threatened the society's very existence, despite having reduced by half the aid given to each patient. In this "needy state" it asked the city council for an economic society to survive and pay its expenses: "The Mutual Benefit Society Unión Obrera, writing on 15th October expresses that, in view of the abnormal circumstances and the rise in the number of ill members, and the precarious situation of the society, which is under threat of disappearing since it has no funds and has been forced to reduce by half the assistance it offered in normal times, finds itself in the position of appealing to the Most Honorable City Council to request an annual subsidy in the form and quantity which the Council considers convenient."46

The Unión Obrera's call for help provoked a political debate. Some councilors queried the petition because it meant aid would also have to be granted to other societies, if they so demanded. This was the opinion of the councilor, Dr. Javier Gortari, a physician who had been linked to La Conciliación in an early period: "The Council should sympathize with the needs of said Society but must remember that there are other Societies such as La Conciliación and Artesanos that will feel they have the same right to claim subsidies." Conversely, Councilor Francisco Llorda categorically supported the concession of aid requested by the Unión Obrera. After recounting the history of the society since its foundation, he stated that "the imbalance in its monetary situation has been caused by the current epidemic and that rather than allowing a Society like this to disappear it is preferable that the City Council make some sacrifices and that the Commission for the Exchequer should, when preparing the budget for the following year, 1919, take the situation of this Society into account by assigning it a subsidy."47 At the following meeting, Llorda insisted "that the petition of the Unión Obrera should be decided today because their pressing need did not allow for delay and the Commission for the Exchequer has taken its decision on the matter.

As was foreseeable, requests for financial aid arrived from the remaining societies: Sociedad de Artesanos, Hermanad de la Pasión, La Conciliación, Federación Obrera, Sindicato Católico de Obreros Libres, and the Asociación de Empleados. For example, "The Mixed Board of the Workers' Protection Society La Conciliación—alerted by friends on the Council—on October 21, requests the granting of a subsidy to cover the expenses of aiding those members who are suffering from the prevailing disease."48 These petitions led to arguments among the councilors, as reflected in the minutes of the municipal meetings of October 16 and 23. For example, on October 23, we read,

After lengthy discussion on several points about this proposal from the Commission for the Exchequer, in which Messrs. Gortari, Lípizcoa, Aldaz (D. Fulgencio), Gorostiza and Martínez Aragón intervene[d]: it is agreed that said subsidies proposed by the Commission for the Exchequer be granted by the Mayor's Office and charged to the balance of the provincial rates account; and that the document from the Mixed Board of the Workers' Protection Society La Conciliación, which has motivated this debate, be passed to the Mayor's Office to be decided.49

The debate evinces the support each organization had in the city hall. Just as Councilor Llorda lobbied for the Unión Obrera, Gortari and Lípizcoa defended La Conciliación; the latter was a patron-member of this society and was on its Mixed Board.50

Finally, at the council meeting on November 20 it was again agreed that "an extraordinary budget of twenty thousand pesetas has been approved . . . both to grant these subsidies and to cover other pressing needs caused by the current state of health of the City due to the prevailing disease, and that when the new budget is decided said sum will be allocated to cover extraordinary expenses of this kind."51 The total granted to the MBSs amounted to 2,425.00 pesetas distributed, as shown in table 8.3.
Table 8.3. Distribution of the subsidies given to the MBSs during the influenza epidemic

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Organization</th>
<th>Subsidy (in pesetas)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>La Conciliación</td>
<td>700</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unión Obrera</td>
<td>500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unión Productora</td>
<td>285</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Artesanos</td>
<td>275</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sindicato de Obreros Libres</td>
<td>215</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sociedades Obreras</td>
<td>200</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hermandad de la Pasión</td>
<td>150</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Solidaridad de Socorros Mutuos among workers at the Compañía Navarra de Abonos Químicos</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>2,425</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Hygiene section, Box Hygiene 1918, Municipal Archive of Pamplona.

Apart from direct subventions, these entities also received additional aid because the municipal government paid for pharmaceutical treatments. As of the second fortnight in October, city hall financed the pharmaceutical expenses authorized by all the physicians in the city, whether they were in private practice or worked for the MBSs or other charitable organizations: "The Mayor announces that, as of tomorrow, the poor and ill will be given vouchers to exchange for drugs in the pharmacies, as has been done with milk vouchers." These drug vouchers, which were grouped by pharmacy, listed the patient's name, the prescription, and the price. For example, La Conciliación physician Sergio Lazcano frequently prescribed eucalyptus syrup, sodium bromide, potassium bromide, antipyretics, caffeine citrate, and so on, to be dispensed by the Negriollos pharmacy. Another La Conciliación physician signed prescriptions for laudanum balm, chloroform, and ammonium chloride or perchlorate to be prepared by the Viuda de Inbarren pharmacy. Interestingly, neither of these pharmacies was under contract to La Conciliación, although both had worked with the society at earlier dates. Clearly, since city hall was footing the bill, the physicians did not feel obliged to use the society's pharmacy.

A Case of Mutual Reliance: Benefit Societies and Public Administration

An analysis of the impact of the 1918–19 influenza pandemic on the MBSs and related associations in Pamplona, Spain, allows us to draw a more complete picture of both the pandemic and the framework of social and medical assistance at the time. The increase in the morbimortality rate from influenza and other respiratory diseases in the years preceding the pandemic, specifically since 1915, is particularly noteworthy. Also of interest is the discrepancy between the morbidity rate caused by the epidemic and the measures taken by the public authorities. In the case of La Conciliación, the most important MBS of the city, issues surrounding attention during the pandemic were leveraged to argue for worker-members' right to choose their own physician. In other words, the high morbid mortality rate revealed the need for greater flexibility in the provision of medical care. In this sense, the influenza epidemic was part of a broader context in which the rise in morbimortality changed the way the MBSs functioned by modifying the patient-physician relationship. The epidemic circumstances also revealed the narrow economic margin of these entities as they realized that the safeguards put in place to guarantee their solvency proved insufficient, and if not for the timely intervention of public and private donors, the pandemic likely would have bankrupted them. In fact, the pandemic helped to usher in a postpandemic period when external support for MBSs through
subventions and donations would become the norm, permanently augmenting member dues.

The analysis of the MBS's responses to the 1918–19 influenza pandemic in Pamplona unveils the relations between power and associationism and the interconnected interests of the associations, social groups, and public entities. That these rival organizations worked so well together is somewhat surprising given that, as they espoused similar ideologies and provided the same kind of care, they competed for membership from the local population. Yet their cooperation was not limited to the extraordinary circumstances of the pandemic; they generally collaborated effectively even under ordinary conditions while networking with public offices. The personal relationships among their directors certainly go a long way in explaining this attitude of cooperation. In this sense, it sheds light on the social and institutional backing they received.

In particular we should note the significance of the close contact between the town council and the local societies, as La Conciliación and other associations were generally run by local politicians and other prominent members of society. These entities depended on public support for their organization and the development of its social health care programs throughout the city. Reading the narratives of the pandemic offers valuable insights on the situation of Spanish health care management and progress in the early years of the twentieth century.
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